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What does the EMA leak show?

STORY AT-A-GLANCE

A 14-minute video (above) that has been overlooked for nearly two years has now resurfaced,

exposing stunning information about the COVID-19 jabs and why health oHcials don’t want

individual vaccine vials examined by independent scientists.

The reason, it turns out, is because the vials are all different — and the mRNA in the shots “is not

intact.” Both of these pose potentially serious problems. In an August 31, 2022, Substack article,

Steve Kirsch explains:

“Even if you are getting 100% intact mRNA which would be really rare, you’re still not

getting anything that resembles the virus. So the eBcacy as far as PROTECTING you will

be next to nothing.

However, what it will do very effectively, if you got reasonably intact mRNA, is to cause

you signiKcant harm. You are playing a game of chance with your immune system and

what is in the bottle.”

The video notes that members of the European Parliament were only allowed to read the

contracts with the drug makers after they’d been heavily redacted. Why the heavy-handed secrecy,

even toward legislators?

Leaked Documents Reveal Serious Quality Issues

The \nding that the mRNA in the shots was of questionable quality was revealed in a BMJ feature

investigation article  published in March 2021. As explained by the author, journalist Serena Tinari,

cyber attackers retrieved more than 40 megabytes of P\zer COVID jab data from the European

Medicines Agency (EMA) in December 2020.

The hacked data was subsequently sent to journalists and academics worldwide. It was also

published on the dark web. Some of the documents show European regulators had signi\cant

concerns over the lack of intact mRNA in the commercial batches sampled.

Compared to the clinical batches, i.e., the shots used in the clinical trial, 55% to 78% of the

commercial shots had “a signi\cant difference in % RNA integrity/truncated species.”

In one email, dated November 23, 2020, a high-ranking EMA oHcial noted that the commercial

batches failed to meet expected speci\cations, and that the implications of this RNA integrity loss

were unclear. In response to the \ndings, the EMA sent a list of questions and concerns to P\zer.

While we do not know if and how the EMA’s concerns were actually addressed and corrected, the

EMA authorized P\zer’s COVID jab December 21, 2020. According to its public assessment report,

“the quality of this medicinal product, submitted in the emergency context of the current (COVID-

19) pandemic, is considered to be suHciently consistent and acceptable.”

Similarly, Health Canada told The BMJ that “changes were made in their processes to ensure that

the integrity was improved and brought in line with what was seen for clinical trial batches.” The

EMA further tried to degect concern by claiming some of the leaked documents had been

doctored. As reported by The BMJ:

“EMA says the leaked information was partially doctored, explaining in a statement that

‘whilst individual emails are authentic, data from different users were selected and

aggregated, screenshots from multiple folders and mailboxes have been created, and

additional titles were added by the perpetrators.’”

Intact mRNA Is Essential to Its Effectiveness

Curiously, when The BMJ asked P\zer, Moderna, CureVac and several regulators to specify the

percentage of mRNA integrity considered acceptable, none replied with speci\cs.

“ Even a minor degradation reaction, anywhere
along a mRNA strand, can severely slow or stop
proper translation performance of that strand and
thus result in the incomplete expression of the
target antigen. ~ Daan J.A. Crommelin, Professor
of Biopharmaceutics”

According to the British Medicines and Healthcare Products Regulatory Agency, the FDA and

Health Canada, the speci\cation limit on RNA integrity is “commercially con\dential.” What we do

know — and the EMA has acknowledged — is that intact mRNA is essential for eHcacy. As noted

by The BMJ:

“... the documents offer the broader medical community a chance to reRect on the

complexities of quality assurance for novel mRNA vaccines, which include everything

from the quantiKcation and integrity of mRNA and carrier lipids to measuring the

distribution of particle sizes and encapsulation eBciency.

Of particular concern is RNA instability, one of the most important variables relevant to all

mRNA vaccines that has thus far received scant attention in the clinical community ...

RNA instability is one of the biggest hurdles for researchers developing nucleic acid

based vaccines. It is the primary reason for the technology’s stringent cold chain

requirements and has been addressed by encapsulating the mRNA in lipid nanoparticles.

‘The complete, intact mRNA molecule is essential to its potency as a vaccine,’ professor

of biopharmaceutics Daan J.A. Crommelin and colleagues wrote in a review article in The

Journal of Pharmaceutical Sciences late last year.

‘Even a minor degradation reaction, anywhere along a mRNA strand, can severely slow or

stop proper translation performance of that strand and thus result in the incomplete

expression of the target antigen.’”

For an effective product, mRNA integrity needs to be 100%. Considering how ineffective the jabs

are, it seems fair to question whether lack of mRNA integrity might be to blame. We also do not

know whether nonintact mRNA might be harmful.

As noted by Kirsch,  “Unstable mRNA means the spike protein ... cold collapse, making the whole

process useless to support immunity, but still dangerous in terms of damage to cells. So, you get

all the risk and no bene\t.”

While our public health agencies claim fragmented RNA poses no health risk, just how do they

know that? The leaked documents revealed they speci\cally did not have an answer to that

question, and no research into the matter has been published, that I’m aware of.

Fragmented RNA May Produce Incomplete Spike Proteins

In May 2021, Stephanie Seneff, Ph.D., a senior research scientist at MIT for over \ve decades,

published an excellent paper  in which she highlighted several potential dangers of the COVID

jabs, including the unknown hazard of injecting fragmented RNA. That same month, I interviewed

her about her concerns. You can \nd that interview in “COVID Vaccines May Bring Avalanche of

Neurological Disease.” In her paper, Seneff noted:

“The EMA Public Assessment Report … describes in detail a review of the [PKzer]

manufacturing process … One concerning revelation is the presence of ‘fragmented

species’ of RNA in the injection solution. These are RNA fragments resulting from early

termination of the process of transcription from the DNA template.

These fragments, if translated by the cell following injection, would generate incomplete

spike proteins, again resulting in altered and unpredictable three-dimensional structure

and a physiological impact that is at best neutral and at worst detrimental to cellular

functioning.

There were considerably more of these fragmented forms of RNA found in the

commercially manufactured products than in the products used in clinical trials. The latter

were produced via a much more tightly controlled manufacturing process ...

While we are not asserting that non-spike proteins generated from fragmented RNA would

be misfolded or otherwise pathological, we believe they would at least contribute to the

cellular stress that promotes prion-associated conformational changes in the spike

protein that is present.”

Kirsch points out that the EMA also expressed concern over visible particles in the vials, which

The BMJ did not follow up on. “Is it still a problem?” Kirsch asks. That’s a good question, and the

answer is probably yes.

But even worse is that we have absolutely no idea what these incomplete spike proteins are doing,

none, zero, nada. It has never been directly examined. For that matter efforts to evaluate, and

complications of the jab, have been consciously suppressed as have following simple metrics

such as increases in all-cause mortality.

Deaths Dismissed and Side Effects MisclassiHed

The leaked EMA documents also showed that P\zer dismissed all deaths in its trial as “unrelated

to the vaccine,” even though no proper investigation was ever conducted. We now have additional

evidence of this — just like the court-ordered FOIA documents showed what P\zer did in their U.S.

trials. At least they are consistent in implementing their fraud.

As reported by Children’s Health Defense (CHD) back in June 2022, Freedom of Information Act

(FOIA) documents, released by court-order, reveal P\zer classi\ed nearly all severe reactions in

its trials as unrelated to the shot, even in cases where the health problems in question are

extremely diHcult to dismiss as anything other than a direct effect of the shot:

“The latest release by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) of PKzer-BioNTech

COVID-19 vaccine documents  reveals numerous instances of participants who sustained

severe adverse events during Phase 3 trials. Some of these participants withdrew from

the trials, some were dropped and some died ...

The CRFs [case report forms] included in this month’s documents contain often vague

explanations of the speciKc symptoms experienced by the trial participants. They also

reveal a trend of classifying almost all adverse events — and in particular severe adverse

events (SAEs) — as being ‘not related’ to the vaccine ...

The many serious adverse events — and several deaths — recorded during the Phase 3

trials are also apparent in a separate, massive document  exceeding 2,500 pages,

cataloging such adverse events.

This document lists a wide range of adverse events suffered by trial participants

classiKed as toxicity level 4 — the highest and most serious such level. However, not one

of the level 4 (most severe) adverse events listed in this particular document is classiKed

as being related to the vaccination.”

As just one example,  a teenage girl got the shot September 11, 2020, and in mid-November 2020

was diagnosed with right lower extremity deep vein thrombosis, which we now know is a potential

side effect of the jab. According to the CFR, her condition was due to a bone fracture that

occurred before the date of her injection — a determination that seems questionable at best.

What’s the Cause Behind the ‘Bad Batch’ Phenomenon?

The “bad batch” phenomenon may also be indicative of quality problems. Independent

investigations have revealed that some lots of the shots are associated with very severe side

effects and death, whereas other lots have very few or no adverse events associated with their

use.

According to howbadismybatch.com, a site that matches up vaccine lot codes with reports in the

VAERS system, approximately 5% of the lots are responsible for 90% of all adverse reactions.

Some of these batches have 50 times the number of deaths and disabilities associated with them,

compared to other lots.

Another website that basically does the same thing is TheEagle’s VAERS Dashboard. A video

explaining how to use the dashboard can be found on Bitchute.

However, an even deeper dive into this data suggests random quality issues are not the problem.

In the video above, Reiner Fuellmich, cofounder of the German Corona Investigative Committee,

and Dr. Wolfgang Wodarg, a former member of the German parliament, discuss this “smoking

gun” evidence.

According to Fuellmich and Wodarg, the lot-dependent data suggests vaccine makers may be

conducting secret experiments within the larger public trial. In other words, they appear to be

doing lethal-dose testing on the public. The tipoff that these “hot” batches are not caused by

intermittent poor manufacturing is the fact that they’re being released in a coordinated fashion.

Wodarg argues that the evidence for this is very clear from the data. Basically, the vaccine

manufacturers are coordinating their lethal-dose experiments so that they’re not all releasing their

most toxic lots at the same time, or in the same areas. This avoids detection through clustering.

New Boosters Will Not Undergo Additional Testing

Considering the multitude of open questions surrounding the safety of the original COVID shots,

the fact that new, reformulated boosters will not require any additional testing whatsoever is

beyond disturbing.

In the “Friday Roundtable” video above, Dr. Meryl Nass, Toby Rogers, Ph.D., Aimee Villella McBride,

Polly Tommey and Brian Hooker, Ph.D., discuss the FDA’s decision to allow vaccine makers to

reformulate their COVID shots without additional testing, in perpetuity.

As noted by Rogers, P\zer’s bivalent booster against Omicron variants BA.4 and BA.5 was tested

on a total of eight mice, and only to check antibody levels. Moderna also used mice to ascertain

antibody responses, but have not disclosed the number of mice used.

That’s the extent to which these shots were tested. The original COVID jabs are the most

dangerous drugs ever released to the public, and these newer boosters may turn out to be even

worse.

As explained by Rogers, the shots “imprint” your immune system to respond only to the antigen in

the shot, while simultaneously impairing your immune system so that it’s less capable of

protecting you against other pathogens. Another term for this process is “original antigenic sin.” It

essentially explains why those are jabbed are getting infected and sicker than those who avoided

the jabs.

Rogers predicts we’ll be faced with a winter of severe illness and death among those who have

gotten the jabs. All the rest of us can do is stand back, avoid the shots at all cost and “let the

mainstream system self-destruct.” Hopefully, he’s correct in his other prediction, which is that the

vast majority of Americans will reject these boosters.

My latest book, “The Truth About COVID-19,” is an instant best-seller. After thousands of reviews it

has a nearly perfect 5-star rating, so grab your copy today before it’s too late!

The Truth
About

COVID-19
by Doctor Joseph Mercola

7,103 ratings

ORDER NOW
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In addition to using humans as guinea pigs, with a lethal weapon we also have contaminated batches that enhance damage and deaths.
These crimes have been silenced in trials of the "vaccines", this implies fraud and cause of deaths that must be sentenced as crimes
against humanity. It is in the giving of the injections that we are seeing the terrible crimes, although the mainstream media and Big Pharma
have been working hard to prevent medical professionals and injured patients from talking about the negative effects of Covid vaccines, we
are beginning to hearing more and more about these cases as their number grows too large to ignore.
expose-news.com/2022/05/22/dangers-of-the-vaccines-are-increasingly-re..  (05/22/2022)

The main line of propaganda is that vaccines and boosters are 'safe and effective' and prevent serious illness and death. They are lies, as
the data shows. the spike protein associated with the disease COVID-19 and its experimental vaccines enters the nucleus of cells and
signi\cantly interferes with DNA damage repair functions, compromising a person's adaptive immunity and perhaps encouraging the
formation of cancer cells thebluestateconservative.com/2022/08/12/covid-vaccine-propaganda-buste..  (12/08/2022) One of Moderna's
main \nanciers, Joel Smalley), says that "the experimental mRNA toxshot induces spike protein production...

And states that "the vax-induced spike protein, circulating in large numbers, in the direct vicinity of the cell nucleus, for long periods of time,
still has the potential to induce cancer in cells of the ovary, pancreas, breast, prostate and lymph nodes. These cancers can take years to
develop, so we may not see many safety signals for 5 or 10 years."
www.naturalhealth365.com/are-the-covid-19-mrna-jabs-causing-a-cancer-e..  (08/09/2022)
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Christopher Chope, Member of Parliament, called the scale of the damage caused by COVID-19 vaccines a nightmare and called on
Downing Street to offer more support to those affected.
www.theepochtimes.com/british-mp-calls-scale-of-covid-19-vaccine-damag..  (2022).------------ Dr. Jane Ruby told the public that
large pharmaceutical companies P\zer, Moderna, and Johnson & Johnson are rolling out toxic batches of Wuhan coronavirus
vaccines. “There is evidence that these companies are intentionally rolling out toxic batches of the COVID-19 vaccine. 19 Ruby said
she has been told by a group of analysts that all three pharmaceutical companies are actively testing in live human subjects with
these mass vaccination campaigns.  She said analysts have identi\ed the toxic batches by lot numbers, and it's an emergency to get
the information out to people around the world.

The team of analysts said these companies are conducting what are called "lethal dose studies,"
www.brighteon.com/cc47526e-aadb-46db-adc7-7372f2dcdc1f  .--------- Ben Armstrong spoke with former P\zer scientist Mike
Yeadon on the January 10 episode of "The Ben Armstrong Show" about vaccine manufacturing. They discussed how a large portion
of the reported adverse effects of the Wuhan coronavirus vaccines came from less than 10 percent of the vaccine batches released.
Armstrong pointed out that pharmaceutical companies may have been using placebos and other things, and giving different servings
or formulas for distribution of their vaccines because Israel, the UK and the US have worse adverse effects compared to other
countries that are also using the vaccines. notaakhirzaman.com/6433  .----
www.brighteon.com/878da098-1f94-4e6a-815b-f2ffd9c304a9
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Gui, not only does it appear the Jab/s are a cripple the general global population, a global depopulation campaign, but also an
extended global experimental human trial outside of, in this case a non-existing safety trial before they were released. The
coordination between supposed Pharma 'Competitor's' & most of the world Governments suggests our concerns about WEF
manipulation for the end goal of complete world domination to create damnation for the 99% of humanity are real concerns to take
seriously. What if any studies about those who got the Jab/s shedding and how this may affect those who have not had the Jab/s Do
they even exist? From what we may \gure out as to who got what, in what numbers, in what countries, in what areas in those
countries can we expect how bad the carnage may be? How many of us might be left to not only tend to those who don't die from the
Jab/s but linger, but also to defend ourselves from those who would be dictator$? This all trumps the scariest Sci-Fi \lm ever made,
because at least Sci-Fi is supposed to be make believe.
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Data Leak Reveals Disturbing Facts About mRNA Instability
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola ) Fact Checked

The reason health oHcials don’t want individual vaccine vials examined by independent scientists is because the vials are all different — and

the mRNA in the shots is not intact

*

For an effective mRNA product, the mRNA integrity needs to be 100%, meaning all the RNA must be intact. Considering how ineffective the jabs

are, it seems fair to question whether lack of mRNA integrity might be to blame

*

Fragmented RNA could potentially also be hazardous to health by generating incomplete spike proteins. While we do not know if incomplete

spike proteins are dangerous, it’s possible they might contribute to cellular stress

*

The “bad batch” phenomenon may also be indicative of quality problems. Independent investigations have revealed that some lots of the shots

are associated with very severe side effects and death, whereas other lots have very few or no adverse events associated with their use

*

However, the fact that “hot” lots are being released in a coordinated fashion suggests vaccine makers may in fact be doing intentional lethal-

dose testing on the public, and that these “bad batches” are not merely the result of intermittently poor manufacturing

*
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You have said it very well, Just, humanity is subjected to serious carnage by the globalist elite. Dr. Malone tells us that the worst is
yet to come with the reinforcements. Malone tells us that after being given a red pill for over ten years when it comes to Big
Pharma's greed and corruption, especially when it comes to the drive to vaccinate the world at large, it seems that this rampant
campaign of reinforcement of Covid continues to gain speed. The other day, I went to the press release website
coronavirus.house.gov and was struck by a statement that was issued by Rep. James E. Clyburn, chairman of the Select
Subcommittee on the Coronavirus Crisis, following a statement after that the FDA authorized the Moderna and P\zer-BioNTech
single-dose bivalent coronavirus vaccines for use as a booster at least two months after the primary or booster vaccination for
virtually all Americans older than 12 years by the CDC.

Full speed ahead with the booster protocol is being advanced by Dr. Anthony Fauci, who stated on CBC this week: "We don't have
time to do a clinical trial because we need to get the vaccine out now." Dr. Harvey Risch, an emeritus professor of epidemiology at
the Yale School of Public Health, said Fauci's comments were hypocritical because randomized controlled trials (RCTs) were
required for the original vaccines, when the mortality of the virus was much higher. BOOSTER NATIONS
rwmalonemd.substack.com/p/booster-nations?utm_source=substack&utm_..  (12/09/2022)
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Yes Gui, they don't have time, we might. Article today in Legacy Media acknowledging the rapid mutation rate of Corona's. It ends
there in anything resembling the truth. They then jabber the nonsense if we pump out Jab/s more rapidly, (with less or no testing by
the way,) give more boosters, have better compliance, the 'virus' can be beaten. It was nonsense nearly three years ago and it is more
than proven nonsense now. This all gets further removed from reality each day. It only seems to make sense if the said virus is not
Corona - It Is Us, the 99%. The most likely way to 'beat the Corona' is to do what we have done and known to do for ages.

Live along side it. Get your snotty nose when you are young, middle aged, and then exercise caution around those with health issues
and/or advanced age. Isolating the whole world, isolating the healthy, dictating mandatory Jab/s tech already shown to be extremely
dangerous, unwise all of 12 to 15 years ago is pure Bull Spit. If enough can look beyond a pandemic that is only a pandemic because
the de\nition was changed to suit draconian measures and to serve as a major distraction, so we don't see or realize the majority of
severe outcomes & death are from the Jab/s. The actual Pandemic will be the carnage coming from outcomes well planned in
advance to push the camel's nose into the tent to exercise complete control over those a 1% deem they are stuck with tolerating.

Another thing exposed by all this is Global Corporate Monopolies do not practice Free Enterprise. They have become Kingdoms to
push forward an agenda for the money changers behind the scenes. If we had Free Enterprise the Mom & Pops, the Small Farms &
Businesses, mid-sized companies would be celebrated as the foundation to a healthy society they can be. Teddy Roosevelt realized
this and broke the trust up who by today's standards would be a kids lemonade stand.
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Let's cut to the chase. Pharma was given 'immunity' (no pun intended) from liability for harm caused by the vaccines. So whether
now or in the future (assuming you can prove harm from the vaccine), people who were vaccinated have no recourse. Why they did
not make a 'traditional' vaccine utiliizing weakened live virus has only one answer - patents and pro\t. There is not as much money
to made from 'generic' drugs/treatments (how many SARS related patents does Fauci have?). And since I mentioned him, please
search for 'Fauci natural immunity is best 2004'. And \nally, it appears they are genetically 'reviving' the most deadly gu in the past
hundred years - the Spanish gu. Seriously, the rationale is that we need to be prepared for the worst that may emerge in the future
(likely the 'new' Spanish gu) as it has been pretty well established that SARS and Covid (son of SARS) were mostly likely leaked from
labs.

So yes, what they have done is nothing less than human testing on a global scale. And then to be locked down and forced to take an
experimental vaccine...or lose your job, get thrown out of the military, etc. seems criminal to me when 99.8% of people would have
survived Covid. I don't know...maybe cure cancer, diabetes, many other horrible diseases and let us get the gu and corresponding
immunity as we always have. Sorry, one last thing - yes, some people have always died from complications of the gu - let's say older
persons --> gu --> pneumonia --> hospital --> death. I know more than a few people including family members who died this way.
Generally from MERSA which is almost always acquired in a hospital. Apologies for the babbleogue.
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Guillermou, As usual, I really appreciate how you break things down. Both this article and your summary/commentary con\rm what
my husband and I have been speculating. Both go a long way toward explaining why some who get the jab die or are seriously
maimed right away; why some appear to be response-feee; why for some the jab appears to have exacerbated whatever illness was
already present and why some experience erythemas and moments of weakness. It’s the last group that has me the most curious. I
don’t come in contact with many people, so my opportunities to gain insight from those who’ve chosen to take the bioweapon are
super limited. I have talked at length with the young people at my dispensary. All are between the ages of 25 and 30 and all have
indicated a general, “something just isn’t right,” without being able to put their \ngers on what that is.

One woman said she \rst noticed it running to her car to avoid being soaked by the rain. Having run just a few hundred feet, she was
exhausted and nearly collapsed. Hitherto, she had been a very young, slender, healthy 25-year-old woman. Just one year later, she’s
obese and can’t run to her car anymore. This, to me, is a stark contrast to those whose cancer went from remission to terminal in
less than a year or who’ve had had heart attacks, etc. Between this article and your usual breakdown, I believe I have a better idea
what’s going on with the bioweapon. As always, thank you!
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A very successful babbleogue, Eddie Vedder. Yes, no responsibility for damage from "vaccines". the responsibility is covered by the
people, including those not covered by their taxes. Propaganda and disinformation must come to an end. Vaccine boosters, loss of
immunity, and serious health consequences are compelling evidence Fauci's gu only has one treatment prevention, immunity, and
the primary treatments reported by Dr. Mercola and the scientists who they are saying the true. Even the US Government
Accountability OHce has released a new report titled "HHS Agencies Need to Develop Procedures and Train Staff to Report and
Address Political Interference." From October 2020 to April 2022, the GAO found that scienti\c integrity was compromised in the
very agencies that were designated to keep Americans safe.

The government audit found that the CDC, FDA and NIH do not adequately train and equip their staff to identify and report political
pressure within the agencies. The government audit found that the CDC, FDA, and NIH bowed to political pressure during the
Covid-19 scandal, coming up with policies that were inconsistent, not based on scienti\c data, and often violated the law. The audit
found that scienti\c evidence and data were manipulated to make policies that were not based on established scienti\c methods or
processes. These agencies routinely suppressed \ndings, manipulated science, and altered guidance to push an agenda.
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American institutions are compromised, twisting data to drive oppression, segregation, and deadly protocol At the CDC, FDA, and
NIH, scienti\c data and evidence has never been shared transparently with the public. Government agencies quickly became
hysterical despots of fear and control, releasing propaganda aimed at terrorizing and oppressing the population. The data was
directly inguenced by political forces both inside and outside the agencies. The resulting public health guidance caused great harm
throughout society. These agencies covered up the problems with PCR testing early on and lied about asymptomatic spread.

There was never a scienti\c justi\cation for keeping people locked up in their homes, masked, or limiting interactions between
healthy people. Policies emanating from these agencies routinely violated natural and constitutional law, threatening personal
religious beliefs and the autonomy rights of the individual body.
www.zerohedge.com/covid-19/whistleblower-cdc-fda-altered-covid-guidanc..  (2022)
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Guillermou, thank you! Underscore! And wherever BigPharma may be rendered legally immune (it is not legal, it's a gag order and this
should be argued in court to knock it down), go after the individuals involved. Prosecute them. And I really hope to see it happen. I
now know of a teacher who died within 24 hours of taking the COVID shot, where nothing had been medically wrong prior. And one
teenager who went into a three month coma after the COVID injection, who had to learn to walk again thereafter. I see freak car
accidents in numbers I have not seen before, with bizarre circumstances which speak to an unconscious driver...ever since the jabs
rolled out. To allege that there is no correlation with the timing of the jabs, is practicing the absurd and the non-credible. Safe,
effective? It is time for people to wake up, at last. The lies, the actions are absolutely criminal. Anybody possessing their mental
faculties of conscience would stop this rollout immediately.

Far from it, instead they tout it, continue to lie, cover up deaths and medical maiming (let's call it what it is instead of sugarcoating
the truth of seizures, comas as "Side effects"), and they have no remorse. Something is criminally wrong with these peoples' brains,
and some people do not belong walking the street, let alone in power and in a high executive rank which imposes its goods on the
entire globe. And what are the consequences of genetic modi\cation of the entire human race, anyway? Anybody bothered to think
about this? A duty to mankind, eh? Something is wrong with this coercive picture.
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Thank you very much Sarah, you are very kind. I am learning from Dr. Mercola and all of you. The curiosity to know the truth of
science and the illusion to help avoid the crimes that are being committed. You narrate a very tragic episode. Unfortunately the
situation can be accounted for in terrible damage and chilling numbers. The latest oHcial \gures point to approximately 6.6 million
reported “adverse events”. But only a small fraction of victims or the families of the deceased will go through the tedious process of
reporting vaccine-related deaths and adverse events to national health authorities. Those (EU, UK, US) SOFAR death and injury
\gures are at least ten times higher than oHcially reported cases.

410,000 deaths, 66 million injured out of a population of approximately 850 million. Vaccination campaigns have spread throughout
the world, even to countries where covid was not present. And everywhere they have been followed by a dramatic increase in new
infections and mortality for several weeks or months. The accelerated vaccination race at all costs could ultimately be ineffective for
popular con\dence in all vaccines. Health policy must no longer be imposed or guided by often inaccurate simulations (and their
displays sometimes inguenced by politics, as English scientists admit), but must be based on respect for democracy and clinical
expertise.

Field doctors possibly guided by simple non-binding recommendations. Totalitarianism, systematic censorship and persecution of
opponents and the suppression of fundamental freedoms in science, medicine and economics only lead to more or less lasting
catastrophes, even for those responsible for them. In the link the epidemic curves of the most vaccinated countries. COVID-19
VACCINES LEAD TO NEW INFECTIONS AND MORTALITY: THE EVIDENCE IS OVERWHELMING.
www.globalresearch.ca/covid-19-vaccines-lead-to-new-infections-and-mor..  (11/09/2022)
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Sarah - for me - it is about "connecting the dots." ~~~ Some of the dots: timing of COVID-19 and impact on the 2020 election,
world-wide event, lab-created (where is the bat?), gain-of-function patents going back over 20 years, fast pace "JAB" development,
liability protection for "JAB " manufacturers, PCR tests were over-cycled, where were the animal studies, lack of disclosure on the
"absolution risk reduction" (approx 1%), one "JAB" \ts all, no reasonable risk assessment for individuals, multiple of “JABs” will be
required, lack of prevention protocols, lack of early treatment protocols, no allowance for natural immunity, massive censorship of
the counter narratives, no long-term safety studies (placebo control groups told they were the given the placebo), adverse "JAB"
reactions ignored, huge money for "JAB" manufacturers, "JAB" mandates to coerce, the "JABs" did not convey protection, "JABs"
created the variants, and so much for "15 days to gatten the curve." ~~~ People need to ask questions and connect dots.
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~~~Eddie Veder, I have read true court cases in which lawyers argued in ways that overcame the gag order of so-called "legal"
immunity. They said in court, "it is not their distinct function to..." \ll in the blanks...and they won. There are ways for lawyers to
overcome the gags, called legalized immunity, which really is unconstitutional and smacks of nothing but bias and selective
favoritism! ~~~BFR, you speak well and you are smart. Thank you for being a model to many others! About people needing to think,
a friend summoned a political strategist who used to train pen-based activists internationally in how to be effective.

She said that to identify and rebut beliefs in peoples' heads is key to spawning change. We can help to stimulate critical thinking!
People may not be using their brains, but they still have brains to be used, we can help them to engage them! I also wanted to
comment based on your statement of a lab bred virus, which we all know based on scienti\c facts and on the emails of Fauci
himself: First they introduced a lab bred virus, then they invoked "fear ye, fear ye, fear ye" and locked up the whole globe! What a lie
to say that we can gatten the curve of a free-running virus within 14 days!

Dangle those carrots, promise freedom soon, and keep the agenda going from now on until Domesday! Then they coerced and said
you are criminal if you don't take the jab. Why do people trust coercion instead of being suspicious of it? What is wrong with this
picture? Can't people recognize an agenda when they see one? The images here and this article should help people who are not yet
awake, to get a clue. In the end, it really is all about monkey BUSINESS.
nypost.com/2022/01/22/lab-monkey-on-the-loose-after-truck-crash-in-pen..
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My oversight - I forgot the Master Dot - "Cui Bono" “Who Bene\ts." All dots lead to the Master Dot.
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Guillermou - I'm not so sure that some batches are merely "contaminated". If so, this offers plausible deniability to the jab makers. If
they have committed "crimes" they have to be shown administering jabs they KNOW to be harmful. Fortunately, this is easily proven
by researching the data base of Team Enigma, linked in my comment below.
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Yes Mirandola, unless we have responsible people denouncing "Covid vaccine" mandates. A team of nine experts from Harvard,
Johns Hopkins, and other major universities has published paradigm-shifting research on the eHcacy and safety of Covid vaccines.
COVID-19 and denounce that it is unethical to require mandatory vaccinations for university students. This 50-page study, published
in The Social Science Research Network in late August, analyzed CDC- and industry-sponsored data on vaccine adverse events and
concluded that COVID-19 booster mandates for Young people can theoretically cause 18 to 98 real serious adverse events for each
hospitalization related to COVID-19 infection.

Based on their analysis of public data provided to the CDC, they estimated that 22,000 to 30,000 previously uninfected young adults
would need to be boosted with an mRNA vaccine to avoid a single prevented hospitalization. The paper is co-authored by Dr. Stefan
Baral, a professor of epidemiology at Johns Hopkins University; surgeon Martin Adel Makary, MD, a Johns Hopkins professor known
for his books exposing medical misconduct, including "Unexplained: What Hospitals Won't Tell You and How Transparency Can
Revolutionize Health Care." The authors of this new article argue that college reinforcement mandates are unethical.

They give \ve speci\c reasons for this bold claim: 1) Lack of transparency in policy making. 2) Expected damage. 3) Lack of
eHcacy. 4) No recourse for vaccine-injured young adults. 5) Damage to society. The report concludes that mandatory booster shots
cause more harm than good. www.theepochtimes.com/unethical-and-up-to-98-times-worse-than-the-dise..  (09/11/2022)
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Yes, Krofter, it may be even more serious than what Dr. Jane Ruby told the public that large pharmaceutical companies P\zer,
Moderna, and Johnson & Johnson are rolling out toxic batches of Wuhan coronavirus vaccines. “There is evidence that these
companies are intentionally rolling out toxic batches of the COVID-19 vaccine. 19 Ruby said she has been told by a group of analysts
that all three pharmaceutical companies are actively testing in live human subjects with these mass vaccination campaigns. She
said analysts have identi\ed the toxic batches by lot numbers, and it's an emergency to get the information out to people around the
world. The team of analysts said these companies are conducting what are called "lethal dose studies," Your link in the header post
seems close to the truth
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Besides this "accidental contamination", the British researcher Craig Paardekooper has also documented the fact that different batches
have different levels of toxicity that appear to be deliberately produced to study the lethal effects of the varying levels, and which also seem
to be co-ordinated even between the rival producers of these jabs.
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Hi, it now appears encapsulated mRNA is highly unstable - therefore manufacturing is making this a seriously damaged product.
Someone reported recently there are wide variations between the small batches made for clinical trials vs shot batches made with
mass production techniques. However, this may be helpful many cases! Two important interviews were posted with Team Enigma
analysis earlier this month. See what you think! The \rst is Brian Hooker interviewing/discussing Team Enigma \ndings with Sasha
here: live.childrenshealthdefense.org/shows/doctors-and-scientists-with-bria..  - - And the second is Sasha with a US semi-retired?

neurosurgeon here: DISCUSSING THE GERMAN WORKING GROUP REPORT WITH DR. DARIA SCHOOLER, A NEUROSURGEON. -
www.bitchute.com/.../e1Rj8rRo2fo7  ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ These are long, somewhat technical discussions, however, easy to follow along
(my brain may not be in gear late evening). You only need to get a clear overview, not necessarily the details. These discussions go
way past what Craig Paardekooper \rst reported. It appears from the German vial test results, all vials show exotic and not so exotic
heavy metal contamination and possibly more...worse, the capsid (encapsulated mRNA particle) instability makes this technology
appear dangerous, with myrid broken capsids and mRNA spilling out way too early.

The theory is resulting product is unreliable before it is out of manufacturing process and into vials, nevermind transport, cooling
and subsequent dilutions. No wonder no one was interested in this product for 15 or 20 years, known and easily identi\able
defective product opens up liability all over again!~ ~serious deceptions are in the process. Not that it matters, this is the second
posting of these links, a newer one summarizing these \ndings is also out but this background is needed \rst.
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Bad batch, good batch,  I didn't know there was a good batch. You mean some less bad than others. Whatever, none worked so all were
rubbish just some more killing than others. Luckily I don't ever do vaccines of any sort. So looks like population reduction is working.
Jennifer
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Contaminated by design. Centralized DB, you are gagged and labeled. “You get Lot #XX” There was an analysis done on this quite some
time ago. The lots were sent to speci\c areas etc. I feel it is a political agenda, get rid of opponents.
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Let's be honest. Clinical trials for mRNA vaccines are not relevant. It is clear that we, as a society, have no idea 1. What is in the clinical
study vaccines (and we are not allowed to know)? 2. What are the differences between the clinical studies vaccines and the delivered
vaccines. 3. What are the variations in individual batches or lots of delivered vaccines (including both intentional and unintentional
variations)? 4. What are the designed effects of the vaccines (more detail than "booster for variations of the viral infection). 5. What are the
side effects of the vaccines (oHcially, vaccines have no side effects worth documenting). 6. What is the level of danger from the actual
virus being addressed by the vaccine. It's a simple case of "trust us". We will sell you a pig in a poke - these vaccines are NOT FREE. You
take it home and open the bag, and we're not responsible for the consequences.
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I have a process. First, I'm a skeptic, I question. I have "Reality Goggles" based on my experiences and trusted sources of information
(thank you Dr. Mercola & community). I then conduct due diligence. I understand subtitles and nuances. I will then assess for RISK. The
"Jabs" seem so risky, so many unknowns. Especially when I had reasonable expectations that there would be more than one required
(currently on #5?).  For me, the low RISK path was avoiding crowded, congested, poorly ventilated venues and take the FLCCC Alliance
prevention protocol. I'm still doing it. And for that - there are those who would label me "crazy and not trusting the science?"  I trust my
assessment of reality.
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We have a duty to investigate and to know what the heck we are doing when it comes to our health. Anybody who labels this...in any
way...with anything...is themselves crazy and has an agenda. We all need to urge others to really think about this. And thinking is a
duty. What happens if we don' t think and investigate? If doctors don't think and investigate? It is simply immoral not to. In some
cases it may even be illegal and a crime in the book of law. Ever heard of the word malpractice? I'm afraid that doctors may soon \nd
themselves between a rock and a hard place, but that is too bad, they have to look out for public wellbeing, not for their license on
the line with a corrupt, overreaching and dictatorial CDC, FDA, etc.....the more doctors bow to the dictators, the more they will enable
their rise to power, and the noose will only increasingly tighten around their necks, far from loosening it. Think about it. But who
wants to think? The problem there is that non-thinking enables the rise to inappropriate power. Do we really want to enable this?
Again, here we need to urge people to do that dreaded act: Think.
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The critical thought you choose is the right path always...
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Your process actually IS science!!. The scienti\c methodology is NOT some holy writ. SCIENCE is a methodology to disprove a given
hypothesis (another word for my best guess). Both the creator of the hypothesis (The guesser) AND the peer reviewers attempt to
DISPROVE it (never to prove) - the job is to disprove it, throw the kitchen sink at it, go at it with a chain saw and an axe!! - (i.e.) break
it. Therefore, science is ever changing!. Even what we call "scienti\c laws" aren't really laws - they are subject to being disproved,
days, months, years or millennia later. The LAST perfect person was Jesus Christ - people are fallible! (very fallible). Take gravity as
an example as it was understood, is on shaky ground - its probably a quantum phenomena, being neither a wave or a particle until
observed - just like photons!

(See Schrodinger's alive/dead cat or the photon slit experiment) 'Science" is as perfect as humans - which is to say as perfect as a
person stumbling around in a cave, at night, with only a tiny birthday candle for illumination (not very bright)!!!! Or a blind person
trying to describe an elephant by feel, not knowing what an elephant is! And ANYONE who says "TRUST the science, or I AM
SCIENCE! should have gunked elementary school. They are charlatans, gim-gammers, paid gunkies, and BS artists, and CERTAINLY
not scientists. Kudos! you "get it!"!
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Dr. Jane Ruby has discussed this. She feels, and the data supports it, that these are not "bad batches" but rather, intentional dissemination
of different test batches to see the effect of that batch. Very similar to the way that Mengele and his nasty nutzies did in the totenlagers
(death camps). The humans were simply guinea pigs. This is not a mistake now, any more than it was in the 1940's. God Bless, and damn
these monsters to the hell they want for others.
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A disaster in every way. So you can expect a medical disaster now and to come in months or years. A complete medical catastrophe if all
this is true. Our medical system will be overwhelmed or the mortuary. We created our own pandemic.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM
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In other words, nothing has changed. people are simply waking up to the Rockefeller/medical system fraud that's 100+ years old
now.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 9/12/2022 8:30:21 AM
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Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

jamNjim, when they do wake up, it will be a big HOORAY!!! And then the game will completely change. Do you want to know what I
predict? I foresee a complete loss of faith in mainstream medicine, and people will defect in droves to natural medicine. Trying to
burn the books of natural medicine and punishing practitioners, in the end will do no good. The people will \nd their ways and there
will be an underground movement. And then the powers that be will lose power. They only have power wherever hands clap back.
And I predict that those hands are going to be beating different drums than they are now, and the shift is going to happen, and SOON!
Watch and see. Suffering can change a lot of things, and quickly too!
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Astrocomical - when that medical disaster arrives, who will be left to care for & manage all of those who are succumbing to the
effects of these jabs? Nearly all hospital healthcare workers have been required to get these experimental jabs. They themselves, to
varying degrees, depending on which batch/lot they received, will also be succumbing. Perhaps this was part of the plan all along.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 9/12/2022 10:23:50 AM
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RedRavenSounds
Joined On 8/9/2021 12:25:52 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Its happening already. Children with myocarditis, people just dropping over dead from "unknown causes" - at an increasing rate.
Miscarriages and terrible periods, aggressive cancers and cancers in people who were in remission. Funeral embalmers are seeing
corpses coming in ages 30's and 40's, with truly bizarre metallic bearing non-organic "cord like material" " in their veins. They are
very long, apparently self assembling and contain metallic \bers and material. All of this and more is accelerating. See the work of
Dr. Jane Ruby and others - Yes, it sounds like a bad sci-\ movie.... The data indicates that this is occurring almost exclusively in
persons who have been injected with the mRNA brew.
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Well I don't know about in Europe but in the UK there was testing.... Quote from gov.uk "....As is the case for current, licensed vaccines, the
quality of each batch of any potential COVID-19 vaccine will be evaluated by an independent laboratory. The independent laboratory will
also carry out a thorough review of the manufacturer batch documentation that describes the production process and quality control
testing performed by the company. In the UK, this independent testing is performed by the National Institute for Biological Standards and
Control (NIBSC), an expert centre of the Medicines and Healthcare products Regulatory Agency (MHRA). Before any batch can be released
for deployment, the NIBSC will issue a certi\cate con\rming that the independent testing has been performed and that the batch is
compliant with the relevant speci\cations for the product......"
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I’m left scratching my head trying to understand the madness of the CDC, NIH, and BigPharma.  The lies they have told us and the cover
they have been given shows how screwed up this whole Pandemic and aftermath has been!
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Money and eugenics. THEY think themselves "gods" The politicians and "people" who run these murdering "agencies", were bought
off or compromised, after running off or outright killing those that got in the way. Do you remember before this "thing" was
unleashed all the strange deaths of virologists?
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Notice (maybe only in Canada?) how the batch numbers are so carefully tracked. Is that so future problems can be traced back to speci\c
batch formulations? The tracking can identify short and long term effects of various formulations on health currently and in the future. The
issue here is how would someone (some organization) coordinate this. It is a mammoth undertaking. The only way for something like this
to work would be to assume that world leaders are so totally stupid that they can be sold any story - well, OK- that does seem to be the
case. If you have a health care system like Canada, Israel, the UK or Australia wit almost complete tracking off all interactions with the
system it would be relatively easy to track short and long term effects, including how lethal the shots are and how they effect individuals
with various co-morbidity issues. (Just guessing at Israel - not sure what their system is like Canada and the UK) The US would be diHcult
to manage - huge size and so distributed but maybe there is more organized data collection and they can do long term tracking. In any
case, the other more centrally controlled health care systems can provide accurate data on how lethal the shots really are under various
formulations.
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Was Mengele stupid? - absolutely not. He knew EXACTLY what he was doing. These are not oopsies, any more than any of the "nutzi"
doctors "tests". OR in the US the "Tuskegee experiments" - NOT oopsies - attempt to murder the most eHciently at maximum pro\t.
 Don't forget - the Shutstafel (SS) WAS a pro\t center! They are tracking various groups of guinea pigs. The politicians on the other
hand may likely have the IQ of their shoe size, but they are NOT innocent. The test program may be to \nd the most effective means
of destroying as many "untermench" as possible with as little cost and effort as possible, while maximizing pro\t.  In Canada - the
leader/stooge is likely the illegitimate son of Fidel Castro. In the US we are GOING TO VOTE very soon, and the tale of all of the dirty
deeds done dirt cheap (for massive pro\t) will be exposed. PLEASE VOTE. As Dr. Zelenko said before he passed. 'They have
convinced the victims to climb willingly into the cattle cars".
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Since the ultimate goal of the "shot" is de-population, why would the manufacturers care about the quality of the mRNA? If anything it is
probably by design.
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There is a God and most people seem to have forgotten this fact. He rules over the world, that it is currently in great rebellion against Him.
That rebellion is in direct proportion to the rejection of the gospel of Christ and Christian morality (read Psalm 2). He judges the nations. As
they become wicked and forget God, he sends his judgments upon them. These will either destroy the wicked in the country or their leaders
or in other ways cause the people to turn from their evil ways and reform (repent) and turn back to God. He uses pestilence as one of his
tools. He uses men and their works to destroy, also. I think the vax is one of those judgments. The increased lawlessness/crime/murder is
part of that judgment.

Nations being brought under totalitarian rule is one of those judgments, as under such rule people are restrained from utter lawlessness,
though under great bondage. Invasion by illegal aliens is one of those judgments. Wicked leaders is one of those judgments, as God lifts up
one and puts down another. Stolen elections would \t into the category of a judgment, also. If your belief is naturalism and that there is no
God. You are part of the problem, not the solution, until you turn from your evil thoughts and ways and back to the God of the Bible, seeking
his mercy and help. Science is NOT the solution to these problems. In many ways, the idolatry of looking to men and science has brought
this about.
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RedRavenSounds
Joined On 8/9/2021 12:25:52 PM
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Amen. God Bless. JC has this!
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drwolfman
Joined On 8/31/2006 2:22:11 PM
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I propose another theory. There are no bad batches. This is an experiment right? Experiments contain placebos. It had been proposed by
some that there are three different batches. One placebo with just saline solution. One with a watered down version of the mRNA shot. And
one with the full does of mRNA. The so called bad batches. It seems logical that if they know these are dangerous jabs than your
experiment would contain only a small percentage of the full dose so there would not be a mas death count. So 80% of the jabs could be
saline. 10% could be the watered down version, which could have mild to moderate side effects. And the full dose will have severe side
effects and death. It is just a theory, but it would explain why there are not major death counts from the jabs, and why some people have no
reaction to the jabs. It is just a theory though.
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM
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Regardless, it violates Nuremberg code law to experiment on people, let alone on the masses, without their consent. Coercion is not
consent, and neither is the inability to exercise the faculty of critical thought, the lack of which renders people incompetent in
making their own medical decisions. So guess what, the coercion of the masses to take this jab, does NOT mean that they
consented, or are even in a state of the ability to make their own medical decisions, especially where such decisions were /are the
end product of duress.
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Hopeful_One
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I have heard the theory that it is the degraded batches not kept at very low temperatures that become less harmful, while the "fresh" batch
when used quickly causes the most harm. Without proper examination of the actual product we are shooting in the dark.  It is clear,
however, that fraud was perpetrated by P\zer...clear enough to bring suit and or criminal charges.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM
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The "bad batches" were targeted. We saw this early on when researchers in Mexico discovered graphene in the shots. Other researchers
found different contaminants. This is the same sort of thing the Germans did.
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Ugh. Spoken about bigpHARMa and especially, its actions. Healers? To be trusted? Really? Oh.
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forbiddenhealing
Joined On 2/21/2011 9:51:43 AM
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Of all my personal contacts, all had at least one vaxxx...none immediate reactions but all, over a year on, had moderate "covid" in the last
few months...My son and I both had mild-moderate covid early 2020 and refused vaxxx and developed no antibodies...were intimately
involved with recent cases..not even a sni}e...Good batch/bad batch, all crippled innate immune response..anecdotally small sample....The
eHcacy/safety of mRNA shots will not be publicly questioned, though every past/future "vaccine" should be independently scrutinized
outside of FDA/pharma oversight. My suspicion is they all suck and focus should be on bad foods, industrial contaminants and junk media.
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I believe that when enough people suffer from the jabs,many are going to wake up. Some people may never wake up, but I also do
believe that a lot of people will. And then people will talk. There is going to be a natural cause-and-effect rebound movement based
on the current saga. It may only be a matter of time before it happens. Denial breaks when people alas, suffer pain and loss. It may
be what is necessary to wake people up, and they will. The lies, the coverups will only go so far, and only for so long, before they
start to sound ludicrous and noncredible even to the sleeping giant, who will \nd himself waking up from a bad dream into a
nightmare. And people are going to have to really deal with that nightmare. What can we do to prevent it? Nothing. In fact, so doing,
we may only be preventing the wakeup. We may have to let go and let God, or destiny, or fate, or cause-and-effect, whatever each
person believes in....do its work. Therein lies our hope.
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If the statistical analysis of VAERS is true, that only three out of every hundred adverse effects are reported, it is possible that
already over 3 million have died from the fake vaccines, and the further complications and deaths to yet occur may add signi\cantly
to that number. VAERS reports of myocarditis when adjusted for those who never reported it as from the vaxx, would mean 5 million
already have this disease and their life expectancy is now less than 5 years. This is not to mention the many with cancer,
autoimmune diseases, and a myriad other complications and illnesses which may lead to an early death.

The \nal numbers could be in the 10's of millions, spread out over several years. This is the greatest crime ever perpetuated in
non-communist countries outside of abortion, which is legalized mass murder of babies to lower the population. The vax shots are
lowering the population numbers and that is not including the millions made sterile by this and other vaxxes. Population control
freaks are celebrating, oblivious to the true intention of Satan to simple destroy human beings, taking many to hell (not the babies)
and defying God Almighty in the process.
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Joined On 7/2/2020 10:12:50 PM
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They are relying on group think and cancel culture to murder us. My sister got a hot batch.
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kfa6931
Joined On 8/20/2021 8:12:57 AM
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They are out to cull the herd. It's obvious that they are "controlling the batches" - I see many of my vaxxed coworkers getting "COVID" [the
rebranded gu] over and over again. I had an old coworker stop by to help our IT person and he said "I've had COVID 3 times," I replied "Are
you vaxxed?," he said "yep." I replied "that's why you've had COVID three times." -- dont GET ANYMORE SHOTS. He said he wouldn't unless he
needed one to travel. Which in his world is "vacation." --- I just thought, the stupidity of the masses, is so sad.
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Deppig
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"All the rest of us can do is stand back, avoid the shots at all cost and “let the mainstream system self-destruct.” And hope out loved ones
who took the shots will not continue on this destructive path. .. I am already witnessing an avalanche of seemingly unrelated illnesses. I
hear about another person having cancer, or heart problems or whatever and I ask myself "I wonder if this is related to the jab?".
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While I’d love to join you in that hope, you may want to see the video Dr. Mercola posted just a couple weeks back. This doctor
explained that a very percentage of those who took the bioweapon will die in the next 3 to 5 years.  I try the best I can to avoid them.
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM
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There are no "bad" batches. There are effective ones (approx. 20%) and ineffective ones (approx. 80%). If all were effective with people
suffering and dying within 6 months, few would continue to get poisoned. Even though people are waking up, the next planned scare will be
severe enough to get them to capitulate.
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Fortywinksbandbgmail.com
Joined On 6/2/2020 5:18:51 AM
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If only 20%,work, that does make 80%,bad!, but I would say all bad. Jennifer
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Jennifer, that means 80% are not as harmful/ saline solution. 20% are deadly.
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The group that broke the news about "hot lots" is Team Enigma. I wrote about this amazing team of hackers and researchers in January -
secularheretic.substack.com/.../fernandas-story  -
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Hotsocks
Joined On 7/9/2021 11:48:48 AM
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Dr. Malone who created mRNA vaccine said it was "Not meant to be used in Humans". I have asked him why but still have not gotten a
response.
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Do we know what states the "bad batches" are sent?
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DebbyW
Joined On 5/27/2010 9:07:35 AM
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I saw a list of percentage of deaths/injuries from the shots by state some time ago. So there's one out there. California had the
highest number. Kentucky was up there. I noticed that since my sister lives there, but she and her husband and daughter did not get
the shots.
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kathleen528
Joined On 3/6/2022 8:26:39 AM
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Just fyi...when I read this, I skipped all the italicized parts.....I don't yet have a solution to keep me interested .... also it'd be better if you had
included a phrase....just a phrase after your use of the word "intact" to say what intact means.....thanks for all your work!!!!!!!
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CDC VAERS data cleaned: deepdots.substack.com/.../overview-ai-\xed-150000-lot-numbers  For example, some of the 170 lot typos
(made unique) of the 557 that were corrected to 039K20A ... #0391C20A #039K20A #039K20A, #039K .39KZOA 0 39K20A 0039K20-2A
013L20A 039K20A 025J202A/039K20 0309K20A 039 K20 039 K 20 A 039 K20 A 039 K20A 039*K20A 039-K20-2A 039-K204 0390K20-24
0391C20-2A 0391C202A 0391C20A 0391K20A 03920K 0392KOA 03950A 0399K20-2A 0399KZCA 039K-20-2A 039K-202A 039K0-2A
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